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Abstract— The problem of structural optimisation for
agent-based models is one which holds great promise.
Being able to optimise a set of behaviours has potential
to improve productivity greatly, and at the very least, generate inspiration. This problem consists of three smaller
problems which must be mitigated: ease of use, performance, and also the use of combinatorial optimisation.
In this article, these three problems are managed by
introducing a domain-specific language (DSL) operating over graphical processing units (and also singlethreading) for performance, and a suitable optimiser for
this architecture. We carry out a number of experiments
to demonstrate and evaluate the performance and effectiveness of this approach. We conclude that such a
methodology is indeed useful and performs adequately but
is currently limited by the lack of debugging support and
visual programming tools.
Keywords: CUDA, parallel, optimisation, domain-specific languages, agent-based models, karva.

1. Introduction
Agent-based Modelling (ABM) is an elegant and interdisciplinary simulation methodology. It is particularly applicable in areas where a system is comprised of individual
components which are situated in some manner, communicate or interact in a restricted manner, and have some level
of autonomy [1]. The practice of ABM has already reached
into several diverse disciplines and studies including cancer immunology [2], social science [3], synthetic biology
[4], land change modelling [5] and even criminology [6].
There is a lack of agreement over the precise definitions
of ABM, but as noted by Macal and North, the set of
the most common attributes of agent-based models in the
literature are [1]:
1) Identity - Agents must be identifiable, discrete individuals.
2) Situation - Agents are situated in some fashion.
3) Goal-oriented - Agents have goals to achieve.
4) Autonomy - Agents are autonomous and may operate independently.
5) Learning - Agents could potentially learn and adapt.
A well-known agent-based model is the Predator-prey
model [7], [8]. In essence, this model emulates a simple
“food chain” wherein individual predators pursue prey.

Prey attempt to flee, but if predators surround the prey,
it is eaten. Should a predator not catch prey, it dies of
starvation. Both prey and predators breed. This causes an
interesting effect on population numbers. In general, this
model is useful for ecological inquiry, and also gives a
useful benchmarking tool for machine learning algorithms
such as Genetic Programming [9]. Despite its simplicity,
interesting discoveries have been made with this model.
Jim and Giles showed that if predators communicate with
simple evolved languages, they are able to catch prey more
easily [10].
Such models normally have parameters that require
calibration for the purpose of model validation and verification. Instead of laborious trial-and-error tuning, the
calibration process is typically reinterpreted as an optimisation problem [11], [12], [13]. Several attempts have
been documented in the past, mostly involving genetic
algorithms [12], [14], and other evolutionary algorithms
[13]. A limitation of such systems is that they only make
provision for automatically calibrating scalar parameters.
These efforts can be very useful, but cannot extensively modify the structure of the model itself without
considerable difficulty in representation. Should a model
be structurally suboptimal, it may well be that a properly
configured parameter optimisation effort could be entirely
fruitless. The work of Epstein in 1999 perhaps earmarked
evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for structural optimisation
with agent-based models [15]. Epstein noted that, in comparison, parameter optimisation deals with a much smaller
search space than that of the search for a set of behaviours,
or rules.
Like parameter optimisation, there have been a number
of attempts to optimise structure in agent-based models.
In 2012, van Berkel proposed the use of Grammatical
Evolution (GE) [16] for the purpose of generating NetLogo
[17] programs based on a set of predetermined “building
blocks” [18], [19]. EAs such as GE do require a cost
function to indicate the relative fitness difference between
individual candidates. In his work, van Berkel conceded
issues regarding the process of selecting these functions.
Earlier, in 2010, Learning classifier systems, Q-learning
and neural networks were investigated for the same purpose [20]. Among these algorithms, none were clearly
better than the others. Another attempt involved the Ant
Hill problem, and was done by the evolution of finite state
machines using EAs [21].

It is not generally easy to write an agent-based model in
C++ and implement an evolutionary algorithm optimiser
on top of it. Therefore, these previous attempts suggest
that some method of improving usability is very important.
Moreover, this would allow experts in agent-based modelling in other disciplines unrelated to computer science
to immediately harness this technology.
In terms of performance, meta-optimisation on the particle swarm optimiser (PSO) [22] gives clear indications of
what to expect when optimising any aspects of an agentbased model. At its heart, the PSO is a modified flocking
model [23], [24], as it is inspired from such behaviour
as seen in simulations such as Boids [25]. Van Berkel’s
work was distributed on a set of processors, however,
experiments were deemed to still be too expensive to
compute (3 or more hours) [18]. Privošnik approached the
problem by having a heuristic to reduce fitness evaluations
[26]. Coupled with a growing interest in larger-scale
agent-based models, and recent breakthroughs in general
purpose graphics processing unit usage (GPGPU), parallel
ABMs has emerged [27], which is capable of mitigating
performance issues.
Here, emphasis is given to performance improvements
using Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) for the purpose of parallelisation. In our previous works, we have
investigated the use of GPUs in the context of a domainspecific language (DSL) [28], [29], [30]. DSLs are special
languages developed for the purpose of servicing a very
specific problem domain [31]. The main purpose in doing
so was to ensure that optimisation tasks could be specified
within the same language that the model is written, and
ensuring that it is easy to do so. It has been proposed
that DSLs be known by having a well defined domain, a
clear notation; the semantics of which is to be formally
and informally equivalent [31].
We have previously developed a DSL named SOL,
which is primarily intended for lattice-oriented ABM [28],
[29], [30]. It includes two optimisation algorithms, one
is based on Karva [32], Genetic Programming [33], and
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [34]. The
other is a very simple tree-based evolutionary algorithm.
The language itself is built on Terra [35], which is
a very recent multi-stage programming language [36]. It
makes use of LLVM [37], which is a very mature compiler
architecture. Part of the motivation behind this choice
was the release of NVidia’s parallel thread execution
(PTX) backend compiler for LLVM (NVPTX) [38]. In this
article, we aim to introduce the modifications necessary
to the SOL language and demonstrate its performance
characteristics. We also demonstrate the use of the SOL
language to solve a well known problem used in Genetic
Programming.
In Section 2 the use of optimisation in the SOL language
is described. SOL is extended in Section 3 with GPGPU,
and some experiments are then carried out and reported
on in Section 4. Finally, we draw some conclusions in
Section 5.

2. SOL Model Optimisation
In the optimisation methodology described here, instead of a modeller providing fine-grained and carefully
articulated local behaviours in a custom optimiser, the
modeller instead provides an objective function and some
possible behaviour within simulation code. The difficulty
in both these tasks are comparable: small variations in
local behaviours as well as different choices of objective
function can both lead to radically different results. However, the novelty in this approach to the problem lies in
the elegance with which a model can be prototyped with
all aspects including optimisation encapsulated within it,
without suffering performance penalties.
In cases where an objective function is more natural
to use in modelling, it can be a great advantage to have
the behaviour generated from it, or at least provide a
suggestion which can be used as the basis for manual experimentation. By allowing a modeller to express most of
a simulation with reasonable certainty, and other parts with
annotated uncertainty and clear objectives, an underlying
optimiser can usefully generate some behaviours.
One of the factors which sets this new language apart
from other model induction attempts is that the syntax
used for optimisation is itself a constraint upon the search
space. Techniques such as Genetic Programming have
been used in the past for evolving entire models [19] which
were provided with user-defined actions and perceptions
of agents. In the case of SOL, only relevant actions and
perceptions are provided, but they are given in terms
of a potential solution given by the user. This kind of
syntax serves to (1) provide a good starting solution and
more importantly (2) limit the immense search space. It
is reasonable to assume that the dynamics of a system is
at least partially known by the expert, and therefore, it is
worth optimising only the uncertain portions.
Given a method for expressing the objective function
and for measuring it, some method of configuring the
output desired from the optimiser is required. Certain
constraints apart from search space define, in large part, the
operation of the optimiser, or even what kind of optimiser
is used. Three such configurations are implemented by
specifying one of the keywords recombination, single , or
permutation. These qualifiers tell the compiler which kind
of optimisation is required. What is referred to by these
qualifiers is some kind of reorganisation of statements
marked for optimisation. While single and permutation
refer to the selection of a single statement only, or a permutation of statements (with replacement), recombination
refers to a disassembly of the provided code into terminals
and nonterminals for recombination. The recombination
qualifier is given the most attention in this article, since the
other two qualifiers have been previously described [28],
[30].
A complete example of this is given in Listing 1. Lines
34–56 contain what will be referred to as an uncertain
construct. This term is purely related to the structure of
the model, and not of code semantics. The quantity is
count_sheep() and the objective is to minimise this (hence

the minimise keyword given on line 34).
In cases where the fitness of a model depends partly on
stochastic behaviours, it is important to obtain statistically
significant scores. This is typically done by averaging
multiple evaluations of the objective function. This has
certain implications on performance, which is a major
factor in our decision to use parallel computing on GPUs.
Though these devices are less expensive than grid computers, effort is required to ensure that a program maximises
their computing power.
In this process, a user first provides a program with an
uncertain code segment within a model. Upon execution
of the host program which is written in C++, the Terra
runtime parses the provided code immediately, transforming it into a type-checked abstract syntax tree (AST). This
tree is what is modified by the optimiser in a later stage.
The host Lua script then duplicates this tree several times
until a population of N trees is made. At this point, the
optimiser searches for an optimisation statement, of which
there can be only one within a program. The optimiser
then initialises each program’s code segment with randomly chosen statements taken from within the provided
construct. Depending on the type of construct, there will
be one chosen statement ( single ), or a combination of
statements (permutation) with replacement, or a complete
recombination of code (recombination).
In summary, the overall process is detailed in Algorithm 1. This algorithm contains all the components
generally expected within an EA, and more specifically
one which uses genetic operators. The termination criteria
shown is simply a maximum number of generations.
Computing a new generation of programs is done by the
process shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1 The complete simulation process eliminating
uncertain constructs.
Terra custom parser reads agent description
Read user-provided parameters
Allocate & initialise space for n candidates
{small variations when no uncertainty is present}
Compute and compile a new generation of candidates
Zero all scores
while Termination criteria not met do
for x frames do
Execute model programs
Collect new scores into running totals by model
Visualise the result
end for
Compute a new generation using collected scores
end while
Output best candidate in final population.

3. Parallel SOL
Previously, a lattice along with a temporary write-only
lattice was allocated on the host. Should CUDA be enabled
in a SOL model, the data is instead allocated on the
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sol
defvar count = 1
defvar pred = 1
query neighbours6
if neighbour == 1 then
count = count + 1
else
if neighbour == 2 then
pred = pred + 1
end
end
done
defvar predator = 2
defvar prey = 1
if me == predator then
defvar temp = get_closest_prey
move towards temp
if pred == 6 then die end
split
end
defvar eq = count_sheep()
if me == prey then
defvar closepred = get_closest_predator()
if (distance to (closepred)) < 2
then
die
else
defvar closeprey = get_closest_prey()
select permutation to minimise(eq)
flee predator (F)
if (distance to (closepred)) < 3
then
move awayfrom closepred
end
breed (B)
if (distance to(closeprey)) < 2
then
split
end
overcrowding
if (count > 7) then
die
end
move randomly
move random 4
seek mate (M)
if (distance to(closeprey)) >= 2
then
move towards closeprey
end
end
end
end
end

Listing 1: A program written in the SOL DSL for the
Predator-Prey model, containing an uncertain construct
(lines 42–64).

Algorithm 2 The process of generating a new generation
of candidate models for evaluation.
Collect scores
for x candidate models do
Optimiser performs evolutionary operators
Pass modified typed tree through code generator
Wrap generated function code with arguments
Emit wrapped code
end for
Overall generated code is compiled to machine code
Fn pointer to compiled function passed to C++ via Lua

GPU hardware by using the CUDA API [34] at runtime.
These device pointers are provided to the Terra compiled
function, which SOL is compiled to in turn, instead of
pointers to host memory. The compiled SOL code is
therefore able to operate on the lattice, as allocated by
the host on the GPU hardware. The code parser and type
checker are identical, but a separate CUDA code generator
is used in order to accommodate the restrictions imposed
by the CUDA GPU architecture. Compiled code is then
mostly PTX instructions, wrapped with the necessary host
code to launch CUDA kernels with the correct thread grid
and block dimensions. Once a timestep is computed, the
data is copied back from the GPU to the host and then
passed to the visualiser.
Compiling Terra code for CUDA is straightforward,
provided that the boundaries of the device in terms of
memory and thread resources are respected. The usual
Terra code generated is essentially compiled into a single
CUDA kernel, which is launched with a grid and block
configuration, and its arguments, by a separate host Terra
function. Given that an appropriate grid and block must be
provided, this presents an opportunity to discuss different
parallelisation techniques.
Three parallelisation strategies are implemented from
which the user may freely choose. The first is a simple
“one-thread, one-model” (1T1M) strategy, where a single
CUDA thread is assigned a candidate model. This CUDA
thread is then responsible for executing the entire model
simulation once per time step. This is unsuitable most of
the time, especially when one candidate model operates on
a larger lattice, or the model is demanding of processing
time required. The second strategy is named “one-block,
one-model” (1B1M), in which an entire CUDA block is
dedicated to computing a single model simulation once
per timestep. While this may seem the obvious choice
in nearly all circumstances, the limitations of block sizes
(1024 threads maximum at the time of writing), mean
that the lattice sizes have a limit. A great many candidate model simulations can be executed concurrently at
reasonable speeds using this, but the limitation in lattice
size is a considerable issue. The third strategy is termed
“many-blocks, one-model” (*B1M), where multiple blocks
are assigned to a single candidate model. This allows
much larger model sizes, but race conditions become more
difficult to eliminate, which require further strategies.

Another considerable issue is the source of random
deviates on the GPU hardware. There are various methods
to accomplish this [39]. In this case, this was implemented by maintaining a separate GPU array with three
unsigned long integers for every candidate model. These
integers represent the u, v and w parameters of the Ran
random number generator [40]. They are initialised by the
host before being copied to the device. The host computes
a new Ran state for each candidate model using a master
Ran for providing a seed. This allows the SOL code to use
as many random deviates as it needs to operate, since Ran
also provides a colossal period, approximately 3.138(1057 )
[40]. To generate a random number, code is automatically
generated from a macro function to update the Ran state
and compute a random deviate of the specific thread.

4. Selected Results
Two experiments are conducted to evaluate convergence
and computing performance. The first is The Santa Fe
Ant Trail problem which Koza solved using Genetic
Programming [41]. This problem was approached using
a select recombination structure, in order to evolve the
appropriate decision tree (expression tree) for an ant to
collect all food placed on an irregular trail. The second experiment pertains to a more classical model: the
Predator-prey model [42], [43]. The chosen objective in
the Predator-prey model is to evolve a list of ordered rules
which are most suitable for the predators to catch the prey.
The parameters used for these experiments are shown
in Table 1.
Santa Fe Parameter
Population Size
P (mutate)
P (crossover)
Program head length
Timesteps per Generation
Predator-prey Parameter
Population Size
P (mutate)
P (crossover)
Timesteps per Generation
Generation Repeats

Value
500
0.2
0.8
12
400
Value
500
0.2
0.8
200
3

Table 1: Optimisation parameters used for the Santa Fe
Ant Trail problem and the Predator-prey model.

4.1 Santa Fe Ant Trail
The fitness plot for this experiment is shown in Figure 1.
There is a gradual (though small) decrease in mean fitness
up to generation 120, and followed later by a slight
drop around generation 280. The minimum fitness does
decrease over time, indicating progress in the search.
Though, during this run, the optimum fitness (zero) was
not achieved, a number of semi-suitable programs were
generated. It is worth noting that no generated program
can achieve maximum fitness by brute force iteration of
the entire lattice due to the 400 time step maximum [41].
The time taken to compile all 500 typed Terra trees
to host code (in single-threaded SOL) is approximately

Fig. 1: Fitness plot by generation for the Santa Fe Ant Trail
problem computed by the host using the single-threaded
version of SOL.
14.8 seconds (averaged five times). Whereas, the time to
compile 500 unique typed trees to PTX is approximately
473 seconds. This is clearly an undesirable amount of time,
considering that this dwarfs the evaluation time.
The time taken to compute a single timestep of a
system with 500 candidates is approximately 3.57msec
(averaged five times) for the single-threaded host version,
whereas the GPU-parallel version computes a frame in
2.5msec (averaged five times). These are both of the order
of a second for evaluating the entire population in the
current generation. Additional scaling data for increasing
population sizes are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).
In these plots it is clear that unless there is excessive
computation necessary in the evaluation of a population of
candidates, then it is likely that the GPU version of SOL is
not necessary. At this point it is not clear why there appears
to be an exponential rise in compute time required for
compiling larger simulations at runtime for GPU, though
the use of CUDA run-time code generation (RTCG) in
Terra is experimental at this point. Also interesting in
the timestep plot is that the GPU code surpasses the
CPU code at relatively small population sizes. Though the
CPU code is faster for population sizes of 32 and less,
it was expected that the CPU code will surpass the GPU
until at least 128 candidate programs. Altogether, the total
lattice size operated on for the largest population was sized
512(32) = 16384 by 32 lattice sites. This is a colossal
524,288 lattice sites, which makes the computing time for
one frame considerably more reassuring for both CPU and
GPU code.

4.2 Predator-Prey Model
For the Predator-prey model, timestep computation
times were measured for the single-threaded and GPUparallel compilations for different population sizes and lattice sizes. This model is more computationally expensive
to compute per timestep than the Santa Fe Ant Trail. The

(a) Generation population compilation. Data point for GPU at 512
population size not shown: 539000msec. Parallelisation strategy used was
“one-block, one-model.”

(b) Timestep computation.

Fig. 2: Performance plots of timestep computation and
population compiling between CPU and GPU compiled
SOL code. Data is averaged over the first 300 time steps
of randomly initialised runs.

reason for this is that both predators and prey must execute
a SOL program, meaning that at times, every lattice site
will execute a program, whereas in the Santa Fe Ant Trail,
there was only one program being executed, that of the ant.
The optimisation objective is to select a permutation
(with replacement) of rules for prey, to maximise the
number of prey. Usually, the evasion strategy for prey is
to find the closest predator, and move directly away from
it. This is a simple but effective strategy. Emphasis here
is given on performance results instead of convergence
results.
The measured data in log-linear plots are shown in Figure 3. Different configurations of candidate model lattice
sizes (8x8,16x16,32x32,64x64 and 128x128) were used,
along with the “one-block, one-model” (1B1M) CUDA

parallelisation strategy, the “many-blocks, one model”
(*B1M) strategy, as well as single-threaded CPU configurations. The largest candidate model lattice (128x128)
proved prohibitively expensive to compute by the singlethreaded CPU configurations. There exist rapid increases
in computing time between candidate lattice sizes, but
increases in population size of these are relatively slower.
The mere ability to simulate a lattice of size 128x128 with
64 heterogeneous candidates is enormously encouraging,
considering that a population of this size is advantageous
with regard to population-based optimisers. Unfortunately,
while timestep computation scales well, compile time does
not, however.

Fig. 3: Performance plot for different system sizes both
in candidate model lattice sizes and number of candidates
in populations for both the parallelisation strategies “oneblock, one-model” (1B1M) and “many-blocks, one model”
(*B1M). CUDA block sizes in *B1M were restricted to
16x16.
For the complete program shown in Listing 1, compile
times from a SOL typed syntax tree to Terra code takes between 25msec and 30msec, however, some programs take
up to 130msec to compile for the predator-prey model with
heterogeneous programs (caused by the optimiser exploring the search space). The CUDA kernel compile time for
32 heterogeneous programs is approximately 40 seconds.
For a trivially simple program ( sol move left end), compile time from SOL typed tree to Terra is approximately
1msec, and kernel compilation is 530msec for 32 identical
programs. A slightly more complex trivial program, but
one still containing an optimisation construct such as the
following takes on average 5msec to compile from a SOL
typed tree to Terra, and approximately 1msec for a CUDA
kernel to compile:
sol select recombination to minimise(1) move left end end

5. Conclusion
The use of run-time code generation is a good method
for improving performance, provided that the evaluation

phase of a population of candidate models is sufficiently
complex. For models in which evaluation is less expensive
(such as the Santa Fe Ant Trail model), it is more
appropriate to use the single-threaded version of SOL. This
allows programs to be compiled faster, while suffering a
very small drop in timestep computation performance.
Systems larger than 512 candidate models appear to be
out of reach of GPU run-time code generation. Such a
result was expected, given that Cupertino et al. chose to
evolve PTX code itself rather than use the CUDA run-time
library to compile C code [44] noting that the latter would
be too computationally expensive.
These limitations reaffirm that it is unwise to ignore
the power of the newer multi-core processors available
[45]. At the same time, the GPU should be applied when
most or all of its theoretical computing power can be
achieved. This demands proper choice in parallelisation
strategy, which is anticipated to be automatically selected
using relevant model information in the future. It is
certainly possible to generate multi-threaded code on the
host processor instead of CUDA code. This is a promising
area for future work.
In summary, our SOL system is considerably more
powerful and useful when it is supported by underpinning
parallel computing capabilities. At the time of writing,
SOL is a useful tool for experts, but there is scope for
additional debugging and other user-friendly features that
would make it useful for application domain users. We
believe this approach has great power in providing a
basis for developing initial application domain ideas into
practical running simulations.
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